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Gamma correction This program allows you to correct the gamma of
an image. In order to use this plugin, you need to type in the
following at the command line: gphotosshowshowpro.exe --gamma-
level n where n is the level of the gamma (e.g. --gamma-level 4
will be an input of 400 gamma for the image). If the image had

already been modified before, you will need to modify the values
of the gamma in the main box of the plugin. If the Gamma

Correction plugin is needed because the image has too dark an
tone, use the plug-in Local Contrast Enhancement (see below).

Auto-Levels In order to use this plugin, you need to type in the
following at the command line: gphotosshowshowpro.exe

--autolevel n where n is the level of the Auto-Levels (e.g.
--autolevel 4 will be an input of 400 levels for the image). If
the Image Filters plugin is needed because the image has too

light an tone, use the plug-in Local Contrast Enhancement (see
below). Local Contrast Enhancement In order to use this plugin,

you need to type in the following at the command line:
gphotosshowshowpro.exe --auto-level n where n is the level of
the Auto-Levels (e.g. --auto-level 4 will be an input of 400
levels for the image). If the Image Filters plugin is needed
because the image has too dark an tone, use the plug-in Gamma

Correction (see below). Unsharp Mask In order to use this
plugin, you need to type in the following at the command line:
gphotosshowshowpro.exe --unsharp-mask level n where n is the
level of the Unsharp Mask (e.g. --unsharp-mask 4 will be an

input of 400 levels for the image). If the Image Filters plugin
is needed because the image has too dark an tone, use the plug-
in Local Contrast Enhancement (see below). Black & White In

order to use this plugin, you need to type in the following at
the command line: gphotosshowshowpro.exe --grayscale n where n
is the level of the Grayscale (e.g. --grayscale 4 will be an

input of 400 levels for the image).
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•Each image will be analyzed in real time •Every image will be
shown for previewing •One click to the filter settings •The

Image Filters plugin was designed to to work with gPhotoShow Pro
3.5.0 and later. How to Activate: 1. Install the Image Filters
plugin. 2. Once the plugin is installed and enabled in iPhoto,
go to the gPShow preferences and activate the Image Filters

plugin. 3. From the gPShow menu, select the Image
Filters option. gPShow will analyze the images and display the

results.  The plugin automatically switches
to Auto (shadows, fog, outlines, waves), Advanced (Auto,

Auto, DoNothing, Defocus, Black & White, White & Black, Auto,
Local Contrast), Levels or Sepia. Automatic Analysis: •Show the
settings of the filters by tapping the Auto filter from the
menu. •Tap the Apply button. •The Image Filters plugin will

analyze the image and apply the respective settings. •Once the
new settings are applied, tap the Apply button. Step 1: Auto

(shadows, fog, outlines, waves) A general analysis will apply to
all images. With the Auto filter, you can adjust the shadows,
fog, and outlines. Step 2: Advanced (Auto, Auto, DoNothing,
Defocus, Black & White, White & Black, Auto, Local Contrast)

With the Advanced filter, you can adjust and apply settings to
the shadows, fog, outlines, and contrast. Step 3: Levels Levels
provides a simple and elegant way to adjust the brightness,
contrast and color of the image. Step 4: Sepia Image Filters

plugin will analyze the image and apply the respective settings.
Note: •This plugin is not available in

the Browsing and Sizing image filters. •The Image Filters plugin
is not available for PC. How to Apply the filters: •Select

the Auto, Advanced or Levels filter in the Image Filters menu.
•Tap the Apply button. •The Image Filters plugin will analyze
the image and apply the respective settings. •Once aa67ecbc25
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The Image Filters plugin will filter and enhance all images or a
single image. Available filters are: - Gamma correction, - Auto-
Levels, - Local Contrast Enhancement, - Unsharp Mask, - Black &
White (Grayscale), - Sepia. All filters can be previewed. Image
Filters plugin was designed to to work with gPhotoShow Pro 3.5.0
and later. Image Filters Description: The Image Filters plugin
will filter and enhance all images or a single image. Available
filters are: - Gamma correction, - Auto-Levels, - Local Contrast
Enhancement, - Unsharp Mask, - Black & White (Grayscale), -
Sepia. All filters can be previewed. Image Filters plugin was
designed to to work with gPhotoShow Pro 3.5.0 and later. Image
Filters Description: The Image Filters plugin will filter and
enhance all images or a single image. Available filters are: -
Gamma correction, - Auto-Levels, - Local Contrast Enhancement, -
Unsharp Mask, - Black & White (Grayscale), - Sepia. All filters
can be previewed. Image Filters plugin was designed to to work
with gPhotoShow Pro 3.5.0 and later. Image Filters Description:
The Image Filters plugin will filter and enhance all images or a
single image. Available filters are: - Gamma correction, - Auto-
Levels, - Local Contrast Enhancement, - Unsharp Mask, - Black &
White (Grayscale), - Sepia. All filters can be previewed. Image
Filters plugin was designed to to work with gPhotoShow Pro 3.5.0
and later. Image Filters Description: The Image Filters plugin
will filter and enhance all images or a single image. Available
filters are: - Gamma correction, - Auto-Levels, - Local Contrast
Enhancement, - Unsharp Mask, - Black & White (Grayscale), -
Sepia. All filters can be previewed. Image Filters plugin was
designed to to work with gPhotoShow Pro 3.5.0 and later. Image
Filters Description: The Image Filters plugin will filter and
enhance all

What's New In?

- Gamma correction. - Gamma correction is a way to adjust images
for the "look and feel" of a monitor. Gamma correction changes
the color balance of the image so that a curve is fitted to the
local "curves" of the incoming colors. A gamma correction of 1.0
is equal to a gamma correction of 2.2. It is very helpful for
adapting the "look and feel" of a monitor for viewing on a large
screen, such as a TV screen, and a projector. - Auto-Levels. -
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Auto-Levels increases the contrast and brightness of the image,
automatically. The adjustment is based on the histogram of the
image in the specified window. The window can be the entire
picture, one part of it or a part of it. The best window size is
based on the picture composition and different histogram types.
The best window size is based on the picture composition and
different histogram types. Available Histogram types are: -
"Histogram Window Size" or "Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram
Window Size". - "Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram Window
Size". - "Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram Window Size". -
"Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram
Window Size". - "Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram Window
Size". - "Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram Window Size". -
"Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram
Window Size". - "Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram Window
Size". - "Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram Window Size". -
"Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram
Window Size". - "Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram Window
Size". - "Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram Window Size". -
"Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram
Window Size". - "Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram Window
Size". - "Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram Window Size". -
"Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram Window Size". - "Histogram
Window Size". - "Histogram Window Size
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